Remembering
Albert O. Hirschman
(1915–2012)

Please join the Hirschman family and the Institute for Advanced Study in remembering and celebrating the life of renowned social scientist Albert O. Hirschman.

Albert Hirschman’s highly influential work has had a profound impact on economic and political thought and practice. He came to the Institute as a Professor in 1974, joining Clifford Geertz in creating the School of Social Science.

This will be a commemorative gathering, not an academic event, highlighting facets of Albert as a father, grandfather, colleague, scholar, mentor, friend, and pioneer in his field. Among the speakers will be: Jeremy Adelman of Princeton University, author of an upcoming biography of Albert Hirschman; Michael Walzer, Professor Emeritus in the School of Social Science; economists Amartya Sen of Harvard University, Rajiv Sethi of Barnard College, and Annie L. Cot of Université Paris 1 Panthéon-Sorbonne; sociologist Wolf Lepenies of the Wissenschafstkolleg; William H. Sewell Jr., Emeritus Professor at the University of Chicago and an Institute Trustee; James D. Wolfensohn, Chairman Emeritus of the Institute’s Board of Trustees; and Robbert Dijkgraaf, Director of the Institute and Leon Levy Professor.

The event is open to the public.

Sunday
March 24
3:00–5:30 p.m.
Reception to follow

Wolfensohn Hall
Einstein Drive
Princeton, NJ 08540

Please register and find more information at:
www.ias.edu/events/hirschman